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➔ Create a virtual simulation of a fire evacuation on a School Bus.
➔ Through virtual simulation show effective ways to conduct a fire evacuation 
➔ Shows a landscape perspective as well as an individual perspective of a fire evacuation 

Software used in project:  
➔ Vizard
➔ Sketchup

Goals and objectives: 



INTRODUCTION:

School bus emergencies can happen anywhere, anytime, or involve anyone.

There doesn’t have to be a crash to cause the evacuation of the school bus. 

What do you do in an emergency? Whose responsibility is it to take what action? 

In some emergencies, you may have only two to five minutes to evacuate the bus before students could be seriously injured.



PYTHON CODE



3D MODELING

● We have created a virtual simulation of a fire evacuation on a School Bus with help of  vizard and sketchup.
● This project will have bigger environment ,city like view where the school is located in the middle the city.



GAME THEME

➢ The game theme is to find bomb in the city.
➢ The player has first person view and the has control of the environment
➢ There is a timer which calculates the time taken by the player  to complete the game. 
➢ A set of checkpoints(bombs) placed around the city.
➢ When the player  passes these checkpoints the checkpoint value gets incremented.
➢ When the checkpoint value reaches 7.
➢ If the player can't find the bombs in given time, the bombs blows up and then the evacuation comes under 

the plan. 



GAME MENU

Keys to start the game and move around the city 

❏ press <b> to start the game

❏ press <k> to toggle the sensors

❏ press 1-5 for change different view point

❏ press <p> for to see particular landmarks









TIMER:

Timer measures the time taken 
by player to find at least 7 
bomb to complete task.



AUDIO FILES:
● To give effect of evacuation, we includes sounds for fire service(108) , burning fire sound .
● School bus driver voice,who trying say the people  to evacuate the school bus.  sound of bomb blast ,when you 

failed to complete the game within given time.
SENSORS:

we added proximity sensors around the bombs .  
We can see a purple box near the 

flower Pot ,that is proximity 
sensors  around the bombs.



Conclusion:

● In this Project , we have demonstrate the virtual 
city which has multiple bombs in it .

● Virtual reality offers a way for engineers to 
visualize , manipulate and interact with computers 
and extremely complex data.

● It gives the feeling of a real evacuation scenario.




